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A. General Part (applies to compulsory and elective courses) 

1. Course objectives

2. Comprehensive outline of the course organisation
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3. Description of on-going assessment of knowledge and skills

4. Required conditions for the final examination (Course Exam) 

5. Final assessment and examination of knowledge and skills (Course Exam)
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6. Other provisions

7. Fundamental study material and Supplement reading
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8. Exam topics, clinical presentations and skills

9. Other information
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	Dropdown2: [Dental Medicine]
	Text2: prof. dr. Maja Pohar Perme
	Text4: /
	Text5: 
	Text1: Research in dental medicine 2
	Text7: 
	Dropdown5: [3]
	Dropdown6: [15. 9. 2022]
	Text3: Inštitut za biostatistiko in medicinsko informatiko
	Text8: Knowing the purpose of types of statistical methods; understanding basic statistical inference; understanding results of statistical analyses; choosing appropriate sampling plans and statistical analyses; understanding and critically evaluating statistical analyses found in literature.
	Text9: Lectures: Tuesdays 8:00 - 9:00, Faculty of Medicine, large classroom.
Exercise classes and seminars: IBMI computer classroom on Zaloška cesta (Katedra za javno zdravje).
Schedule: see the faculty's website. The entire course is given in the winter semester.
 
Attendance of exercise classes and seminars is mandatory. Only students who have completed all exercise classes and seminars may attempt the final examination. Attendance is verified by signature.

Write to ibmi.asistenti@mf.uni-lj.si if you want to temporarily exchange groups with another student (add that student to cc and include both group numbers), or if you cannot attend an exercise class or seminar (but try to find a group exchange first).

Missing an exercise class or seminar will require presenting an appropriate apology, completing the class or seminar individually and defending it during the next meeting.
	Text10: Students must be prepared for an exercise class to attend it. Students prepare for an exercise class by individually solving a part of exercise material (see the web classroom for further information) for the upcoming class. Students' understanding of this preparation material will be verified during the class.
	Text12: The final examination is a combination of multiple-choice and essay type questions. Correct multiple-choice answers are worth 1 point and incorrect -0.1 points. There are also bonus questions which give no negative points.

Exam duration: 45min.
Grade: 10 * achieved points / maximum points, rounded up.
Sign-ups: VIS information system.
Other communication: ibmi.asistenti@mf.uni-lj.si or (01) 543 7770 or IBMI, Vrazov trg 2.
	Text11: A student must have completed all exercise classes and seminars and the Research in dental medicine 1 course.
	Text14: Fundamental (available in web classroom):
- Lecture slides
- Solved exercises: Lusa, Lara: Naloge iz biostatistike, 2014
- Exercise class material

Supplemental:
- Bland M.: An Introduction to Medical Statistics 4th Revised ed. Edition, 2015
- Kestenbaum M: Epidemiology and Statistics, An Introduction to Clinical Research, 2009

	Text15: - Probability and probability distributions: basics of probability calculation, normal and binomial distributions.
- Descriptive statistics: measures of centrality and dispersity, quantiles, graphical presentations of distributions.
- Diagnostic tests: conditional probability, total probability, Bayes formula, specificity, sensitivity, positive and negative predictive value.
- Hypothesis testing: basics of sampling and research types, null hypothesis, type 1 and 2 error, risk and significance level.
- Analysis of univariate and bivariate numeric variables: sampling distribution, mean estimation (standard error, confidence interval), analysis of difference between sample and population average, analysis of difference between averages of two samples.
- Analysis of univariate and bivariate descriptive variables: ratio estimation, binomial exact test, analysis of difference between two ratios, chi-square test, measures of connectedness between descriptive variables.
- Linear regression and correlation: assumptions of linear regression, estimation and interpretation of regression coefficients, Pearson correlation coefficient, ratio of explained variability.
- Selected nonparametric tests: Mann-Whitney (Wilcoxon rank sum) test, Wilcoxon signed rank test.
	Text16: 
	Text13: You may have 1 A4 paper of formulas (but not solved exercises), a calculator (not phone) and statistical tables with you during an exam. 
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